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Although interpreters in
the juvenile court system use the same
basic skills as their colleagues
working in the adult courts, juvenile
court proceedings have unique char-
acteristics that interpreters need to be
aware of to be successful in this set-
ting. For instance, in most modern
legal systems, crimes committed by
children and minors are treated differ-
ently from the same crimes com-
mitted by adults. In the juvenile
courts, the rehabilitation of the indi-
vidual is the primary focus. In addi-
tion, court interpreters working in the
adult courts might face a broader
spectrum of cases on a daily basis,
but, because of the complex relation-
ship and the age of some of those

involved, interpreters working in the
juvenile courts usually deal with
highly emotional issues on a more
regular basis. Of course, court inter-
preters must demonstrate the same
level of competence and profession-
alism no matter where they interpret. 

This article presents an overview

of interpreting within the juvenile
courts. The types of cases an inter-
preter is likely to encounter, including
some differences in procedure and ter-
minology, will also be covered.   

Juvenile Court: Some Basics
A juvenile court is generally

The court interpreter must have a very clear
understanding of the role each participant has 

in the proceeding, plus knowledge of the 
basic principles of juvenile law. 
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defined as a court with jurisdiction
over all cases involving children under
a specified age, usually 18 years. Most
statutes provide that anyone under age
18 must first be processed by the juve-
nile court. The juvenile court can then,
at its discretion, assign the case to an
ordinary court. 

Cases within juvenile court are
divided into two major categories: 1)
child protection cases, where issues
such as child abuse or neglect are
resolved; and 2) juvenile justice cases
dealing with delinquent acts com-
mitted by minors. In delinquency
cases, the child is alleged to have vio-
lated the law through activities
ranging from staying out past curfew
to the most serious charge, murder. In
child protection cases, the child’s par-
ents are alleged to have created a con-
dition that places the child’s health
and welfare at risk. In both cases, the
focus of the proceeding is to provide
supervision over services for the child
in order to return the child to law-
abiding behavior or to correct the con-
dition that places the child’s health
and welfare in danger.

Juvenile court delinquency matters
are not open to the public, except
when serious crimes are committed

by children over the age of 16.
Despite the confidential nature of
juvenile hearings, court interpreters
have the right to review case files
prior to commencing any interpreting
assignment. 

Child Protection Cases
In general, child protection cases

require the appearance of several par-
ticipants. Among the parties involved
are the minor’s parents or guardians,
the parents’ attorney, a guardian ad
litem (not a legal guardian, but a
person appointed by the juvenile court
to represent the interests of the minor
during the duration of the proceed-
ings), a social worker or representa-
tive from a child protection agency,
the foster parents, and a state attorney.
Owing to the nature of these cases and
the number of participants involved in

juvenile court proceedings, the court
interpreter must have a very clear
understanding of each participant’s
role in the courtroom. For this, it is
important for interpreters to know the
basic principles of juvenile law. 

Throughout the U.S., juvenile law
pursues what is called “the best
interest of the child.” In other words,
state laws try to ensure the physical
safety and welfare of the child by
making certain that basic needs such
as food and shelter are provided while
trying to safeguard the child’s emo-
tional stability. 

Child protection cases are usually
initiated after a referral is made to a
child protection agency. If the com-
plaint is substantiated upon a prelimi-
nary investigation, a petition is
presented in front of the court. The
name of this initial hearing varies from
state to state. For example, in Illinois,
the initial hearing is referred to as a
temporary custody hearing, and in
Wisconsin, it is known as a detention
hearing. Regardless of its name, the
intent of the hearing is to present the
facts to the judge and set up a plan of
action that will ensure the best pos-
sible result for the children involved.
(See Figure 1 for some other designa-
tions states have for court proceedings
involving child protection cases.)  

Once a minor has been determined
to be in need of services, a series of
hearings will follow in order to imple-
ment services for the parties involved.
The number of hearings will �

Indiana, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
Wisconsin New Mexico, Washington, Virginia Illinois

CHIPS: Children in need of CHINS: Children in need of services Child Protection 
protection or services Division Cases

JIPS: Juvenile in need of 
protection or services

Figure 1: Sample State Child Protection Case Terminology

Working in a termination of parental rights trial can be
exceptionally demanding and emotionally draining for
interpreters because of the finality of its consequences.
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vary from case to case because the
court may impose a number of condi-
tions on the parents to ensure the
safety of the minor involved. Such
conditions may involve the parents
monitoring and enforcing the rules set
down by the judge and social worker,
attending family counseling sessions,
or taking part in parent education
classes. The length of time that it
takes the parents to satisfy the condi-
tions will vary, so the length of each
case is dependent upon their level of
compliance.

In addition to temporary custody
hearings, interpreters working in the
juvenile court system will also render
their services at permanency hearings.
One of the main goals of child protec-
tion proceedings is to accomplish some
sort of permanency for the children
involved in the case. A plan for family
reunification and/or adoption may be
proposed at a permanency hearing. 

Moreover, court interpreters in the
juvenile court system often work on
cases involving the termination of
parental rights. Terminating parental
rights means ending the legal relation-
ship between a parent and his or her
children. A termination of parental
rights decree has often been described
by experts in juvenile law as the
imposition of a “civil death penalty.”1

Hence, working in a termination of
parental rights trial can be exception-
ally demanding and emotionally
draining for interpreters because of
the finality of its consequences. 

Juvenile Delinquency Cases
The second category of cases heard

in juvenile court involves minors who
commit illegal acts. Under this cate-
gory, we find juveniles charged with
crimes similar to those tried in the
adult courts. Most juvenile court
delinquency cases are not open to the

public, with the exception of serious
crimes committed by children over
the age of 16.

When a minor commits a delin-
quent act, the state attorney usually
files a petition alleging that a minor
has committed a delinquent act. The

Figure 2: Terminology Differences
Between Adult and Juvenile Court

Adult 
Court Juvenile Court

Arrest Take into custody, Apprehend

Warrant Capias

Probation Supervision

Plea of not Deny the (facts of) petition
guilty

Plea of guilty Admit to the (facts of) petition

Misdemeanor, Delinquent act
Felony

Sentencing Disposition
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case is then conducted in a way that is
very similar to any adult court pro-
ceeding. Again, the number of partic-
ipants in this type of hearing might be
greater than its adult counterpart.
Minors are often referred to men-
toring programs, therapy, group
homes, and shelters, just to name a
few. Frequently, a representative from
each entity involved might be
required to appear in court. 

Although delinquency hearings are
similar in nature to their counterparts
in the adult court system, different ter-
minology is used to refer to some of
the same concepts. For instance, the
word “arrest” is not used when talking
about apprehending a minor. The
phrase that is favored in these situa-
tions is “to take into custody.”
Another interesting example of a term
used in adult court but not in juvenile

court is the word “probation.”
“Supervision” is the preferred term
here. Figure 2 on page 20 illustrates a
few of the other terminological differ-
ences between adult and juvenile
court. Please note that terms vary
from state to state, so interpreters
need to verify the exact terminology
being used in their state.

Understand the Issues
To conclude, court interpreters

working in the juvenile court system
must understand the importance of the
issues being tried in these courts.
They must understand the concepts
underlying juvenile cases because
they differ from those found in the
adult courts. There is the mistaken
perception that juvenile court cases
are not as serious as those tried in the
adult courts, causing the inexperi-

enced interpreter to think that inter-
preting in juvenile court is easy.
However, juvenile court cases must
receive the same consideration and
respect as any other type of case. Any
interpreter who is considering inter-
preting in the juvenile courts should
take into account the differences out-
lined in this article before accepting
an assignment in this setting. 
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